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Wonderful books by  
independent Kiwi authors
Welcome to the Winter 2023 edition of Indie Books.  

Thank you for all the great feedback on the Autumn issue new look and format!  
We have had lots of visitors to the new Indie Books website, where we have a 
digital flip-book of this catalogue, and a brand new author directory which we will 
be adding to over the coming months.

Our Winter featured author is Vicky Adin, who shares her passion for family history. 
We also welcome authors Amanda Giorgis, Jodie Shelley, Kellie Dawson,  
Karen McCrindle, Elizabeth Kirkby-McLeod and teen author Rutendo Shadaya  
to Indie Books.

Our authors bring you a range of wonderful books not published by the traditional 
houses. They are just as professional, captivating and marketable. Most have a 
very Kiwi flavour to appeal to your readers. 

These independent Kiwi authors write across many genres: from children’s books 
to adult fiction and non-fiction, and go to considerable lengths to publish their 
titles with the assistances of great editors, illustrators, and printers.

Indie Books offers you the opportunity to stock titles not readily available 
elsewhere. Check each listing to source these titles either direct from the author, 
or from distributors such as Wheelers or All Books.

Wishing you a lovely season,

Lesley

Prefer to read Indie Books online?
Go to www.indiebooks.co.nz and sign  
up to receive our digital version via email. 
Email us to opt out of the paper copy.  

Sharing is caring
Please share and forward your copy to 
someone who buys books for others  
(ie. retailers, libraries and schools).



Meet a few of our authors

Helen Ellis, M.A. is a researcher, author, 
anthropologist, veteran of Distance 
Parenting/Grandparenting and the Founder 
of DistanceFamilies.com. Through her 
book series she helps ALL generations of 
Distance Families understand ‘how it is’ 
for the other. This creates empathy which 
is a good thing for Distance Families.

www.distancefamilies.com

Lynda Tomalin is an author of contemporary 
Young Adult novels with sweet romances, 
an emphasis on strong friendships and 
empowering mental health representation.

She lives in a small town in New Zealand, 
where she writes sweet, swoony books about 
teenagers finding their place in the world.

www.lyndatomalinauthor.com

Denise Fitzpatrick is a New Zealand author 
based in Tauranga. Her travel experiences 
around North America inspired her ‘September’ 
series of books. Her popular new crime fiction 
series are set in her hometown and feature 
Detective Inspector Ian Anderson. ‘Savage Point’ 
was released in 2021, ‘Primed for Evil’ in 2022, 
and ‘Touch of Steel’ will be released this year.

www.denisefitzpatrickwriter.com

Jodie Shelley is a debut author, based in 
Auckland, New Zealand. She writes novels 
set in NZ, which are easy to read and fun, but 
which explore grittier themes such as problem 
gambling and family harm. Her first novel, The 
Tūī has Landed was released by Bank Street 
Publishing in February 2023. Jodie’s second and 
third novels are in development.

www.jodieshelleywrites.com
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FEATURED AUTHOR

The further she dug into the past the 
more she wanted to record the lives of the 
people who were the foundations of her 
new country. Not just her ancestors but all 
those who braved the oceans and became 
pioneers in a raw new land. 

Vicky combined her skills to write 
sometimes heart-warming, sometimes 
tragic novels about early immigrants to New 
Zealand. Although the history remains true 
to the times, she fictionalised the characters 
to better explore themes of family, loyalty, 
home and belonging, while weaving 
mysteries, both past and present, into 
family life with love, laughter, and tears.

Through these stories, readers can choose 
to journey alongside those immigrants as 
they created a new life in The New Zealand 

Vicky Adin
As a Welsh-born, Cornish raised immigrant who 

married a fourth-generation Kiwi bloke with Irish, 
Scottish and English ancestors, Vicky developed 
a passion for family history – and a love of old 
photos, antiques, and treasures from the past. 



Immigrant Collection, six stand-alone yet 
interconnected stories which uncover the 
mysteries, the lies and the challenges of  
the past. 

Or follow their descendants as they delve 
into The Art of Secrets series to uncover 
the long lost secrets of bygone days while 
searching for their roots.

Her latest release is Lucy: a  compelling tale 
of a suffragist and the courageous women 
who fought for their right to vote (Book 3 in 
The Art of Secrets series).

Emma’s curiosity is piqued by a gutsy young 
climate change campaigner with an antique 
trinket box full of women’s rights badges. 
She tenaciously pursues her passion for 

The six titles in the “New Zealand Immigrants Collection”

“The Art of Secrets” series

revealing secrets trying to unravels Paige’s 
intriguing past, but is she putting her 
loyalty to her family and friends to the test?

Vicky holds a MA(Hons) in English, is a 
lover of art, antiques, gardens, good food 
and red wine. She and her husband travel 
throughout New Zealand in their caravan 
and travel the world when they can. She 
hopes readers enjoy learning about the past 
through her stories as much as she had in 
writing them. 

Vicky’s books are available to purchase 
through her website vickyadin.co.nz



 

Denise Fitzpatrick

Books available from Wheelers 
and direct from the author.  

Contact Denise  
Ph: 027 215 2307 or  

denisefitzpatrick47@gmail.com

SAVAGE POINT
A bride’s wedding ends in tragedy when her matron of honour 
is brutally murdered. Detective Inspector Ian Anderson leads 
the investigation. He will need all his skills to find the killer 
whose identity and trademarks are as mysterious as the motive 
behind the crime. 
He suspects two business owners in the city of having secrets 
they don’t want unearthed. But are they capable of murder? 
With chilling precision, the ruthless killer continues his 
murderous rampage as D.I. Anderson desperately looks for 
clues to solve the case before another person he cares about 
is targeted.
FICTION  •  ISBN 9780473574772  •  RRP $33  •  360 pages  •  Size: 5 x 8”

PRIMED FOR EVIL
When Detective Inspector Ian Anderson receives a chilling 
message on a lazy Sunday morning, he meets death in the form 
of a beautiful young factory worker, Jess Barton. Her mangled 
body leaves few clues for the dedicated detective.
It is a complex case, with suspicion falling on many of the 
factory workers, and becomes infinitely more complicated as 
new facts are uncovered. With pressure mounting from his 
superior officer to arrest someone... anyone... coupled with 
family problems haunting him, he is in a desperate race to 
uncover the truth.
As he searches for the real killer, he unearths dark, long kept 
family secrets. As one by one these secrets are uncovered, who 
will be destroyed next. And will they open the door to deadly 
danger for the seasoned detective and his team?
FICTION •  ISBN 9780473635732  •  RRP $33  •  366 pages  •  Size: 5 x 8”

SEPTEMBER SERIES

www.denisefitzpatrickwriter.com

FICTION 



 

Becky, unlucky in love and facing unemployment, won’t let life 
get her down. Anahera, stepmum to three boisterous boys, 
has found love but is struggling to find her place in the world.

When Anahera’s life is unexpectedly turned upside down, she 
and Becky recruit their resourceful friends and hatch a mad plan 
to avenge a wrong and to return a precious ring to its rightful 
owner, Anahera’s beloved koro. Together, they embark on a 
risky and, at times hilarious, late-night adventure.

In the meantime, a mysterious character begins her personal 
descent as she immerses herself in a pit of addiction and 
blackmail.

The questions remain: Will Becky find the connection and 
purpose she seeks? And will Anahera secure her koro’s ring and 
set her world to right?

The Tūī Has Landed is a New Zealand tale of friendship, 
problem gambling and revenge, set against a backdrop of terrible 
pick-up lines, outrageous dating disasters, and ultimately, the 
principle of aroha mai, aroha atu – love received, and love 
returned.

JODIE 
SHELLEYCopyPressThe

Printed and distributed by
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A lively adventure of 
friendship, justice, and dating 

all the wrong people

“Are we calling it 
‘encouragement ’ now? I 
like it. Less in your face 

than ‘blackmail’.”

ISBN: 978-0-473-66555-5

9 7 8 0 4 7 3 6 6 5 5 5 5 >

Paperback, 280 pages,  
152 x 230mm, approx 500g
ISBN 9780473665555

Becky, unlucky in love and facing unemployment, won’t let life get 
her down. Anahera, stepmum to three boisterous boys, has found 
love but is struggling to find her place in the world.

When Anahera’s life is unexpectedly turned upside down, she and 
Becky recruit their resourceful friends and hatch a mad plan to 
avenge a wrong and to return a precious ring to its rightful owner, 
Anahera’s beloved koro. Together, they embark on a risky and, at 
times hilarious, late-night adventure.

In the meantime, a mysterious character begins her personal descent 
as she immerses herself in a pit of addiction and blackmail.

The Tūī Has Landed is a New Zealand tale of friendship, problem 
gambling and revenge, set against a backdrop of terrible pick-up 
lines, outrageous dating disasters, and ultimately, the principle of 
aroha mai, aroha atu – love received, and love returned.

“A gem of a book from a talented NZ author. A real page 
turner with so many laughs and relatable moments.  

Fast-paced, witty and great characters - all of the stars!”

“Are we calling it ‘encouragement’ now? I like it.  
Less in your face than ‘blackmail’.”

 RRP 
$30

www.jodieshelleywrites.comAvailable through The Copy Press, 
Wheelers or direct from the author:

The Stars Burn BrightThe Stars Burn Bright
A sweet, swoony YA romance about

discovering and celebrating your worth

by Lynda Tomalin

ISBN: 9781991180513
Paperback, 5.25” x 8”, 278 Pages

RRP: $25.00
Suitable for ages 12+

Available directly from the publisher with a
wholesale discount, or through Wheelers.

Contact: Lynda Tomalin - GlitterInk Press Ltd
Ph: 027 362 7885
Email: contact@glitterinkpress.com
Web: www.glitterinkpress.com

FICTION / YOUNG ADULT



 HISTORICAL FICTION

Prequel 
ISBN: 978-1-99-117004-0

Book Two 
ISBN: 978-1-99-117006-4 

Book One 
ISBN: 978-1-99-117002-6  

Douglas Falls Series 
J.L.Dawson 

A compelling family saga full of adventure, love, friendship and 
faith on the Canadian Frontier at the end of the 19th Century.

All Books: 
Available directly 
 from the author 

Wheelers 
Amazon 

IngramSpark

www.jodawsonauthor.com 
Or email orders to  

jldawsonauthor@yahoo.com 

New Release  
July 2023 

‘To Love Nate’ 

A Sweet Historical 
Romance 

RRP: $30.00 

RRP: $20.00 

To Love Nate 
ISBN: 978-1-7385962-4-9  

ISBN 9780473638016   
Paperback 260 pages  

152 x 228mm

A story about innocence and hope 
as the world teeters on the edge of a 
nuclear abyss in 1962. The Cold War 
goes from a simmer to boiling as the 
Soviet Union is caught building missile 
sites in Cuba.
East German schoolgirl, Ingrid Richter 
knows the lives of tens of millions are 
at stake. She creates a peace stick as a 
lucky charm. Each day it remains hidden 
increases young hopes that politicians 
will find a way to end their folly.
It’s a snapshot of a turbulent week 
behind the Iron Curtain 60 years ago, 
yet it resonates with the war in Ukraine. 
Fingers are never far from nuclear 
triggers.
The peace stick was real. That East 
German schoolgirl now lives in New 
Zealand.

Stephen Johnson is a journalist 
and television producer who 
writes crime and historical 
fiction. His debut novel, Tugga’s 
Mob, was inspired by three 
seasons as a tour guide in 
Europe during the 1980s.

It was a finalist in the 2020 
Ngaio Marsh Awards.

RRP $25

Available from PaperPlus, Wheelers and direct from the author – stephenjohnsonauthor@gmail.com

www.stephenjohnsonauthor.com



 HISTORICAL FICTION



 HISTORICAL FICTION

PAT  B AC K L E Y

Paperback copies available from Wheelers, Ingramspark,  
Amazon, or on consignment directly from the authors website: 

www.patbackley.com

DAISY SERIES

The DAISY series is a gentle family 
saga, spanning more than 100 years, 
from 1887 right up to the start of 
the new Millenium. Set in London, 
Alabama, New York and Harlem.

ISBN 9780473540388  ISBN 9780473599058  

ISBN 9780473618056  ISBN 9781991194404  

NEW!

“I have always been fascinated by social history and the lives  
of ordinary people and believe their stories should be told.”

ANCESTORS SERIES

The ANCESTORS series are 
gentle family sagas, based in 
London, from the early 1800s 
through to the late 1980’s. 
Although fiction, they are based 
on the authors own ancestors- 
ordinary people who lived 
through extraordinary times.

“A delightful historical novel.  
I love the letters exchange between 
Valentine George and his mum and 
sister during challenging times.”



SELF-HELP

Meet more of our authors

If Elizabeth could travel in time she would 
go back to when Aotearoa New Zealand still 
had moa and giant eagles! Along with the 
Eugene’s Island book series, she is the author 
of children’s book World Folk Tales, poetry 
collection, Family Instructions Upon Release, 
and editor of the collection of New Zealand 
short stories Lit: stories from home.

www.eugenes-island.com

Elizabeth
Kirkby- 
McLeod

Waikato

CHILDREN

Rutendo Shadaya is a teenage kiwi author. 
She is the author of Rachel and The Enchanted 
Forest and Rachel and The Chevene Pirates. 

Her writing journey began when she wanted  
to gift her best friend a book. When Rutendo 
isn’t writing she is reading books or listening  
to music.

rutendoshadayabook.wixsite.com/website

Rutendo 
Shadaya

Waikato

FANTASY  
CHILDREN

Amanda emigrated from England to the 
beautiful Mackenzie Basin 15 years ago. Here, 
where the scenery inspires and legends abound, 
The Applecross Saga was born, with six books 
in the series so far, and more to come! Now 
living on a lifestyle block Amanda continues to 
create characters and stories based around true 
historical facts of 19th century New Zealand.

amandagiorgis.com

Amanda  
Giorgis

North  
Canterbury

FICTION

Kellie Dawson is a New Zealand human rights 
lawyer and mother of two, whose worries over 
her own son’s anxiety led her to create a resource 
specifically aimed at helping her son, Xavier, 
to understand that his feelings of anxiety were 
normal. The book was brought to life when 
young Xavier asked if his story could be turned 
into a real book that could be shared with others.

kelliedawson@gmail.com

Kellie  
Dawson

Auckland

CHILDREN



 CHILDREN

The Sava Chair
Nicholas and his cousin
Chantelle are on holiday at
Aunty Em's house at the
beach. On their last day they
notice a mysterious object in
the river. Join them as they
discover what it is and what
they will do with it. Such fun.
Includes Aunty Em's Ten Top
to save the planet.
Includes Te Reo Maori and NZ Sign
Language. 310x385mm or 200x240mm
ISBN 9780473456696

The Chill Out Chair
we join with Nicholas as he
journeys through all the
emotions, sharing his actions
and reactions. He uses his
imagination and creates the
chill out chair (made of ice) and
becomes the hero of the story
by saving the baby animals
from the horrible sea monster.
Includes Te Reo Maori and NZ Sign
Language. 310x385mm or 200x240mm
ISBN 9780473389192

The GoodBye Chair
is the story of 4yr old Nicholas
dealing with the issue of saying
goodbye to Nannie who was
very sad to be leaving him to fly
home after the holidays. He
comes up with a plan to
surprise her. Includes a fun
counting kisses game.
Includes Te Reo Maori and NZ Sign
Language. 310x385mm or 200x240mm
ISBN 9780473238636

Waata the Weta:
Can He Find The Perfect Home? Waata is very different from
other weta, he has ginger dreadlocks and he is not afraid of
anything, while safe at home. He longs for adventures, so he
decides to leave his home in the woodpile and find a new home.
Will he find it?
36 full pages of colour illustrations. Comic type format. Paperback 200 x 240mm
ISBN 978-0-473-3608-70

All books are listed on Wheelers or www.veritasaotearoa.co.nz
Wholesale price available for bookshops on enquiry info@vapublishing.co.nz

VAPublishing write,
create, publish and
market children's
picture books with
a kiwi flavour.

The illustrator,
Simon Barr, trained
as an animator. He
has worked on
cartoon movies and
advertising. He has
illustrated many
books that are in
schools in NZ and
Australia and
Libraries
worldwide.

Josephine Carson-
Barr has written
for children for ten
years. ‘Talking to
Nannie’ plus the
titles listed here
can all be found in
schools across
New Zealand.

big or small

big or small

big or small

The Stars Burn BrightThe Stars Burn Bright
A sweet, swoony YA romance about

discovering and celebrating your worth

by Lynda Tomalin

ISBN: 9781991180513
Paperback, 5.25” x 8”, 278 Pages

RRP: $25.00
Suitable for ages 12+

Available directly from the publisher with a
wholesale discount, or through Wheelers.

Contact: Lynda Tomalin - GlitterInk Press Ltd
Ph: 027 362 7885
Email: contact@glitterinkpress.com
Web: www.glitterinkpress.com



 CHILDREN

Originally written in 2021 for the author’s son who 
was struggling with anxiety during the Covid-19 
lockdowns, There’s a T-Rex in My Tummy aims to 
normalise feelings of anxiety that arise for children 
in a number of different ways and provides 
children with some strategies to help them to cope 
with their anxiety.

There’s a  
T-Rex in  
My Tummy

A delightful children’s story  
aimed at helping young children 
(ages 3-8) navigate feelings  
of stress and anxiety.

Available from Wheelers or direct from the author.  

Contact Kellie Dawson: kelliedawsonnz@gmail.com or 021 632 243

“Sometimes when I lay in bed  

I get a little worried, my 
tummy starts to twist and turn 

and gets in quite a flurry. It 

twists and turns and loops the 

loop, it really makes me frown.  

It feels like there’s a T-Rex in 

there jumping up and down.”

$1 from every book 
sold will be donated 
to charity to help 
children access 
mental health care 
appointments.

SAMPLE 
PAGE

RRP $20
WHOLESALE  

$12
ISBN: 9780473663704 
Softcover  •  24 pages  
210mm x 210 mm x 3mm

“As someone who often feels anxious and wonders 
how people feel after I leave a room, I found 
this story to be a wonderful representation of 
the sensations and thought processes behind 
those emotions. Paired with fun, hand-drawn-like 
illustrations, this story is a good way to approach 
the topic of anxiety and teach young children how 
to deal with those big feelings.” – The Sapling



 

CopyPressThe
Printed and distributed by

Mā tēnei pukapuka kua 
whakarākeitia ki ngā whakaahua 
waiwaiā e toko ake ai te manarū o 
tētahi hararei raumati i Aotearoa.
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ISBN: 978-0-473-65903-5
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This book has such beauty in the simplicity 
of the words and the artwork is vibrant.  
It evokes the magic of a New Zealand 
summer holiday. It captures the learning 
from being outdoors, to care for yourself 
and for the environment.

English Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-473-65902-8 
36 pages  270 x 210mm

Te Reo Ma–ori Paperback
ISBN: 978-0-473-65903-5
36 pages  270 x 210mm

“Till we finally reach the most beautiful beach, 
where I slow my pace, with no need to race.”

CopyPressThe
Printed and distributed by

in my

in my
This beautifully illustrated book 

evokes the MAGIC of a New Zealand 
summer holiday.

written by  
Rosalind Potter  

illustrated by 
Ginney Deavoll
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Endless sunshine, curious 
and carefree by the sea. 

Written by Rosalind Potter  
Illustrated by Ginney Deavoll • Translated by Urupikia Minhinnick

Available from the author:
rozadventures@gmail.com • 021 857535 
Also available from:  
Copy Press • Wheelers • Fishpond

www.rosalindpotter.com

 RRP 
$24

RRP
$11.99
each

Available nationwide, through Publishers Distribution Ltd orders@pubdist.co.nz
 eugenes-island.com

"Wonderful experience for young readers."

"Classic in the making!"

"Sure to become a family favourite."

ISBNS
9780473582470: The Birthday Solution
9780473582548: The Christmas Visitors
9780473609054: The Pet Problem
9780473609078: The Art Project

 

"One of those very rare 
things—a Kiwi-made 

beginner chapter book."
for review quote sources please visit our website.

Eugene's Island Junior Fiction Series

CHILDREN



 CHILDREN

COMET THE RED BUSCOMET THE RED BUS
Delightful books for children by Christopher Candy

Available from Wheelers, All Books or Ingram: normal distribution or  
direct from the author: christophercandy@icloud.com or call 027 770 0420

www.christophercandy.co.nz

Comet the Red Bus is back – this time, he’s taking  
young readers on a thrilling tour around the city! 
In this delightful children’s book, readers will join Comet as he 
navigates the busy streets and bustling neighbourhoods of a vibrant 
metropolis with his friendly bus driver Billie.

Around the City is a captivating read that will spark children’s 
imaginations and inspire them to explore their own communities. 

Comet the Red Bus: Around the City is more than just a fun and 
engaging story - it’s also a great educational resource for parents and 
educators. With its focus on encouraging the use of Public Transport by 
showing buses are a fun and safe way to get around. This book is the 
perfect addition to any child’s library.

ISBN: 9780473632090 
Softcover •  30 pages • 216 x 279mmRRP $15

Comet the Red Bus: Comet Goes to the Beach is an  
exciting children’s book that takes young readers on a 
thrilling seaside adventure. 
This book is full of delightful illustrations and engaging storytelling that 
will capture the hearts and minds of children of all ages.

The story follows Comet, a bright red bus who is on a mission to make 
the bus ride a fun and safe experience for children and adults alike.

From getting to the Beach to swimming in the water, Comet and 
his friends have an action-packed day that will keep young readers 
engaged and entertained from start to finish.

ISBN: 9780473632168 
Softcover •  30 pages • 216 x 279mmRRP $15

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

“Cute story, well written and very 
brightly illustrated, abut Comet 

the red city bus. This book will be 
helpful for any kiddo who thrives on 

preparation and needs to know what 
would happen, when and how.”

Author Christopher Candy 
works as a Manager for Tranzit 
Coachlines. He has many years 
of bus-related experience that 

brings the characters to life.



 

WWW.THEAWESOMEINC.CO.NZ  |  HELLONZ@THEAWESOMEINC.COM

RRP: $29.95 
ISBN: 978-0995118751
A5 (148x210mm) Paperback

Published by Me Incorporated Limited  

trading as AwesoME Inc

Audience: 5-12 years 

Wholesale rates available - email for details

SHAPING GRATEFUL, CONFIDENT  
AND RESILIENT CHILDREN.

For ages 5-12, the Resilient ME® Gratitude 
Journal not only teaches kids how to get 
the most out of practicing gratitude, but 
also has heaps of fun activities to help them 
build resilience and boost happiness, focus 
on what is important, stay calm when facing 
challenges and build a positive attitude.

AWESOME INC is a small 
NZ publishing company 
providing educational mental 
health resources, based on 
positive psychology, that are 
fun and engaging for all ages.

Resilient ME  
Gratitude Journal 
for Kids 
‘AWESOME ENDS IN ME’

“I use gratitude journaling for 
myself, with my clients and my 

kids to build in and strengthen good 
wellbeing habits into every day. The 
gratitude journals by AwesoME Inc are 
actually the best that I’ve come across.”
DR EMMA WOODWARD 
The Child Psychology Service

CHILDREN



 

Year 10 Jack Jondell of Gisborne writes award 
winning speeches in English and Te Reo, while 
his twin sister Hinemarama writes rap. They 
inherited this talent from their grandmother 
who disappeared in Bangladesh at 18, and 
hasn’t been seen since. 40 years later in 2017, 
Jack is secretly handed Grandma Rosalyn’s diary 
from her locked writing desk.

Diary of a 
Kiwi Kid
Robin Lee-Robinson

RRP $20
CHILDREN 8-12 YEARS+
ISBN: 9780473455194   
Paperback  162 pages   
140 x 216 x 9mm

Available from Wheelers and direct from the 
author – robinleerobinson@gmail.com

www.robinleerobinson.com

Join Cooper and Beauden on their bear hunt 
adventure.  They see sheep poop, the neighbours 
dog, avocados - but do they find a bear?

The Adventures  
of Coop and Beau –   
Hunting Bears with Nanny
Karen McCrindle

CHILDREN  ISBN: 9780473673628 
Soft cover 22 pages, 280mm x 215mm

Available from www.nannyandco.co.nz

RRP 
$19.50
Wholesale
$13.50

Rachel and the Enchanted Gang 
go on a mission to recover  

stolen jewels. 

On the mission, they will face the 

dangerous Chevene Pirates.   

How hard could this mission possibly be? 

Rutendo Shadaya

Chevene Pirates
Rachel and  the

Rachel and the Enchanted Gang goes on a 
mission to recover stolen jewels. On the mission, 
they will face the well-armed, dangerous 
Chevene Pirates. How hard could the mission 
possibly be?

Rachel 
and the 
Chevene 
Pirates
Rutendo Shadaya

RRP $24.99

FANTASY & ADVENTURE
ISBN: 9780473635688  •  Soft paperback 97 pages 

Books are available from Books for Kids or  
rutendoshadaya.books@gmail.com

rutendoshadayabook.wixsite.com/website 

Life is lonely for disfigured Abby until she 
holidays at her grandparents’ lakeside home.  
While learning to free-dive she discovers a group 
of friendly misfits, but unfortunately her school 
also bully finds her.  This serious, yet humorous 
book about children overcoming adversity 
through the power of friendship will appeal to 
readers 9 to 14.

Licorice 
Allsorts
Darlene Thomson

RRP $16
Wholesale $13
MIDDLE-GRADE FICTION 
ISBN 9780473676056
Paperback, 190 pages 
125mmx 205mm

Available from: darchris2@gmail.com 
darchris2.wixsite.com/darlenethomson

CHILDREN



 NON-FICTION

PAT  B A C K L E Y

Paperback copies available from Wheelers, Ingramspark,  
Amazon, or on consignment directly from the authors website: 

www.patbackley.com

FROM THERE TO HERE

Travel with the author, as she recounts 
her journey from an ordinary 
upbringing in a council house in 
England, to a life of plenty on the other 
side of the world. This is a tale with 
many twists and turns along the way.

SEVENTY YEARS  
WORTH OF TRAVEL

“As a little girl I wanted adventure. 
Maybe it was because I was brought 
up by a mother who always dreamt of 
visiting foreign lands.”

NEW from Pat Backley

THE ABANDONED WIVES HANDBOOK -  
A gentle guide to one of life’s great traumas.

The pain of abandonment is huge.
The partner you loved and cherished for so many years has 
decided you are no longer required. Past your sell by date. 
Of no use to them anymore, so tossed out like a piece of 
garbage. Abandoned with barely a backward glance.
In an attempt to keep this a gentle, light-hearted read,  
each chapter is divided into letters of the alphabet, rather 
like a dictionary of distress, something you can dip into at 
any time.

“This is a profound and well written book that delves deep into 
healing the trauma. It is very valuable not just for traditional 
wives, but also for anyone who was in a serious relationship 
and who is suddenly dumped by their partner.”

ISBN 9781991194428  

ISBN 9780473559748  ISBN 9780473599010  



 

Available from Nationwide Book Distributors & Wheelers

ISBN 9781838167059   
RRP $38  Paperback  

300 pages 150 x 255mm

ISBN 9780473623401   
RRP $38  Paperback  

270 pages 150 x 255mm

A must-read for anyone with 
family living overseas along 
with migrants and expats for 

whom Aotearoa is home.

COMING  
IN 2024

“It’s very, very thorough” 
KATHRYN RYAN – RADIO NZ

Helen Ellis M.A.
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978 0 473 56810 8
Paperback 312 pages

230 x 130 mm

978 0 473 53904 7
Paperback 340 pages

230 x 130 mm

978 0 473 56811 5
Paperback 322 pages

230 x 130 mm

Historical fiction trilogy based on the true
events of Ngati Toarangatira and their fighting
leader, Te Rauparaha. Told through the eyes of
a slave, Rou, the story gives incredible insight
to the way Maori people lived before
Europeans arrived.

maps and
glossaries
included

RRP:
$40ea

Te Rauparaha Trilogy

booksales@tomoconnor.co.nz
ph: KirstenWilson 0210766083
orWheelers or All Books
more books available from:
www.tomoconnor.co.nz

NON-FICTION



Indie Books 
lesley@indiebooks.co.nz Tel: 021 707 401

   @indiebooksnz  

www.indiebooks.co.nz

Distributed quarterly to retailers, shops, libraries 
and schools in New Zealand by email or hard 
copy.  Add your address to the distribution list  
by contacting Lesley at Indie Books.  

Indie Books online
Visit our website 

www.indiebooks.co.nz

Read or download a digital copy of this  
catalogue, sign up to our mailing list,  

and bookmark for updates.

Author directory
We are building an author directory on the Indie Books website. 
If you know an independent or self-published author that 
should be included - send us an email, or refer them to  
www.indiebooks.co.nz/advertise for more information.

Keep me! 
Why not keep this catalogue for  

future reference, or pass on?  

Spring issue  
out October


